
 

 
 
 



Leader’s Guide 
 
WHAT MOTIVATES STUDENTS TO LEARN? 
By Franklin Schargel  

There is an increased recognition in the educational community that there are groups of students who 
have difficulty achieving academic success.  Researchers have identified a number of factors that 
contribute to these youngsters’ lack of achievement in school.  Some causes are external: the schools 
they attend, the neighborhoods they come from, the stresses within their families.  The most critical 
factors, however, are not external but internal.  Any parent who has attempted to encourage a child to 
study for a test, or any teacher who encourages a student to do homework, knows that internal 
motivation has a greater impact on success than external factors. 

So educators need to find techniques that turn students on to school.  How do we get students to 
internalize the desire to do well in school?  There are several strategies including relieving the normal 
stresses facing many teens, helping students make proper decisions, encouraging them to set goals, 
and showing them the value of building positive relationships. 

The four programs in this series present real-world situations teenagers will easily recognize.  Viewers 
are asked to make decisions based on what they have seen.  At no time are students talked down to or 
belittled.  Each program can be used either as a single lesson or collectively as a basis for a unit on 
self-discovery. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION  

Statistics indicate that every year about half a million teens drop out of school.  These teens often 
come from poor families with other serious problems that go hand in hand with poverty—poor health, 
no means of transportation, inadequate childcare, and parents with little or no education.  Many teens 
who drop out of school also have learning problems that would make academic success difficult 
enough without these other forces stacked against them.  In total numbers, more boys than girls drop 
out of school and more white students drop out than students from any minority group, but 
proportionally minority youth are at higher risk.  None of these students ever “planned” to drop out of 
school.  Dropping out is a process that begins early, as early as elementary school, when academic and 
other problems begin to surface. 

Students who fail to complete high school more often end up in dead-end jobs paying subsistence 
wages with no benefits.  They continue to struggle against the cycle of poverty they were raised in.   
They have poorer health, and less adequate housing.  Often they live a lifestyle where attention to 
health, nutrition, and personal goals take a back seat to the struggle to survive. 
 
High school drop outs cost the nation billions of dollars in unrealized potential as well as health care, 
housing aid, and incarceration. 

One research study found that as many as 80 percent of those in prison do not have a high school 
diploma.  Incarceration costs more than college.  

 



Professionals working with adolescents in danger of dropping out of school know that a young 
person’s ability to make positive decisions is an important skill that will help keep that student in 
school.  Drop-Out Prevention: Making Good Decisions shows how making conscious choices in 
the face of challenging situations will help students direct their own path. Teens who live a more 
passive existence may be unaware they are straying off track. 

The scenarios will challenge teens to examine the choices they make in their own lives.  Discussion 
questions for each scenario help teens think about the decisions they make, their effect, and how to 
start making decisions that will help them get to graduation.  This program is a powerful tool for 
educators to reach at-risk youth by showing true-to-life teen characters making decisions about the 
serious issues they face.  Students will also learn how to identify and utilize school and community 
resources to assist them in reaching graduation. 
 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

After viewing the program and participating in the activities in this guide, students will be better able 
to understand that: 

• Conscious decision making helps a person direct their path in life 
 
• A passive existence without conscious decision making will make success less likely 
 
• There are skills and strategies students can learn and use to help them make the best decisions for 
themselves 
 
• It takes courage and determination to make positive decisions for yourself  
 
• Adults at school and in the community are available to help them attain their goals  
 
• Dropping out is a process that they can recognize and prevent, not a snap decision 
 
 

PROGRAM SUMMARY 

A narrator introduces each segment and delivers important information throughout to help viewers see 
how the process of dropping out of school develops.  After each part, onscreen discussion questions 
challenge students to explore the many dimensions of the issues raised in the storyline. 

Part One: Waverly 

Waverly and her boyfriend Mark are having a sexual relationship.  Her friend Carmen helps Waverly 
see that she hasn’t given this important decision enough consideration.  She asks Waverly to think 
about what will happen if she has a baby.  When Waverly says she can’t stop having sex with Mark 
now that she already has, Carmen says that this isn’t true.  And she says that Waverly needs to think 
about her own future. 

 



Part Two: Sean and Steve 

Steve’s mother, a recovering alcoholic, discovers a bag of marijuana in Steve’s room.  Later, after 
Steve falls asleep in class, he and Sean decide to cut school.  They meet Sean’s cousin Justin on the 
street.  Justin is a drop-out who now regrets the decision he made.  He tells the boys that by cutting 
school and smoking pot they are putting themselves on the same road to dropping out that he took. 
He encourages them to come to the community center where he is a mentor.  

Later that day Sean and Steve stop to talk to the boys they usually buy pot from.  They walk away just 
before the boys are picked up by the police.  At home, Steve’s mother convinces him to try the same 
mentoring program Justin mentioned before. 

Part Three: Lea 

Lea, a girl with dyslexia, struggles with reading and writing and would rather drop out than run the 
risk of being left back.  When her teacher advises Lea to get extra help to prevent this, Lea says that 
her dad never finished school and he has a good job as a repairman.  Ms. Walker explains that 
dropping out now is different than it was when her father did it.  Jobs for drop-outs are low paying and 
have no benefits.  Lea admits that dropping out is probably not a good decision, but school is so hard 
and it makes her feel dumb.  

Ms. Walker encourages Lea to get a tutor and stop missing classes.  She recommends a tutoring 
program at the community center.  Once there, Lea says that she wants a tutor to help her with the 
GED.  Ms. Alvarez, who runs the programs, says that the GED is always a possibility, but says it 
should be a last resort.  Lea is convinced to meet the tutor and study for class. 
 

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

Part One: Waverly 

1. Waverly made a decision to have a sexual relationship with Mark.  Now she is thinking about how 
this decision might affect her future.  When you’ve made a decision that isn’t working out for you, 
what’s the best thing you can do? 

2. Waverly says that her relationship with Mark “just happened.”  What do you think about that?  Isn’t 
not making any decision still a decision?  Why? 

3. If Mark pressures Waverly into continuing their sexual relationship, how can she stay strong 
enough to resist?  What could she say to herself?  Where could she seek advice or support? 

4. When making a serious decision for yourself, how do you know if you are making the right one?  

5. Carmen clearly has an influence on Waverly.  Is it a good influence or a bad influence?  Do you 
think Waverly has an influence on Carmen?  How do you and your friends influence each other? 
 
6. How was Waverly’s whole approach to the decision to have sex different from Carmen’s?  How 
could these decisions affect their ability to stay in school? 
 
7. If Waverly and Mark had a baby, what do you think their lives would be like in ten years?  



Part Two: Sean and Steve 

8. Do you think Steve’s decisions are influenced by his mother’s (past or present) decisions?  How?  
Are you influenced by the decisions the adults in your life have made?  How? 
 
9. Some decisions have unintended consequences.  What consequences could “taking a day off” from 
school have?  Can one decision change your life?  Why or why not? 
 
10. When the decisions you’ve made lead you off track, as they did in Justin’s case, what can you do 
to get back on track? 
 
11. Steve doesn’t seem to learn from the mistakes of his mother or Justin.  Is it hard to learn from the 
mistakes of others?  Why or why not?  Have you learned anything from seeing the mistakes of others?  
How can this be helpful? 

12. If dropping out is a process, when do you think it starts?  Why?  

13. What decisions did Sean and Steve make that might contribute to their dropping out?  What 
decisions did they make that might contribute to their graduating? 
 
 
Part Three: Lea 

14. A lot of students, like Lea, say they don’t care if they fail even though they really do care.  Why 
do you think they say this?  

15. Why do you think some kids say things to make other kids feel stupid in school?  How can this 
behavior be handled?  

16. If someone tries to make you feel stupid in school, what could you do or say to yourself to let it go 
and get over it? 

17. Why does trying something hard, like succeeding in school if you are struggling, feel like a big 
risk?  Would not trying actually be a bigger risk?  Why or why not? 

18. Some people see getting help as a sign of weakness, but others see it as a sign of courage.  How do 
you see it?  How does this view help or hinder your chances of success? 

19. When you are bored in school, is it ever because you don’t understand what is going on?  How 
could you deal with this problem? 

20. How do you know when you are making a good decision or a bad one?  How can students make 
better decisions for themselves? 
 
 
ACTIVITIES  

1. Play a Role 

To help students think about how decisions they make might play out, have them role-play scenarios  



based on real situations they face in school.  You can use the following scenarios or create more of 
your own.  Students might also enjoy thinking up possible predicaments. 

The person you like is going to cut school with some other friends of yours.  You have an important 
test this afternoon.  Your friend tells you that the person you like asked if you would be cutting with 
them. 

You don’t like your teacher.  Last week, he called your parents and you got in trouble because you 
might not pass his class.  This teacher is offering to stay after school to give extra help to anyone who 
wants it.  You don’t like him, and your friends make fun of some kids who are staying. 

Everyone in your math class cheats.  Your friend got the answers to the next test and everyone is 
passing them around.  The teacher is nice and trusting and has no idea, so you probably won’t get 
caught. 
 
Follow role-playing guidelines:  

• Tell students everyone’s contribution is valued.  
• Ask students to refrain from judging negatively.  
• Ask students to take a risk and share how they feel.  
• Keep role-plays brief to maintain interest.  
• Stop any student who begins to offer inappropriate information.  
 
2. Interview  

Have students interview adults to find out what decisions have made the biggest impact on their lives.  
Students should ask adults to share two big decisions they’ve made, one with a positive outcome, and 
one they wish turned out differently.  Students can ask follow-up questions of their own, deciding 
what kinds of questions are appropriate or interesting for themselves.  Each student can write up their 
own interview to make a class book everyone can have a copy of. 

3. Dear “Abby,” 

Have students help each other make decisions.  Every week, assign one student to be the advisor (you 
can change once a week).  Have students write in anonymous questions (they can be real or 
hypothetical) about a decision they might face.  The advisor can write his or her advice using what he 
or she has learned in this program, and post it in the room, or in a folder on the class computer.  Read 
the letters and advice to the class and work with them to evaluate the advice.  Elicit other suggestions. 
 
4. Real Life Research 
 
Have students look up and post in your classroom a list of resources in your area.  Students may not 
know about community centers, mentoring and tutoring programs, and other resources that might be 
useful to them.  Include after school programs, helpline phone numbers, homework help resources, 
web resources, and community based organizations.  This will give them access to programs they (and 
you) may not have known about, as well as improve their Internet search skills. 
 

 

 



DROP-OUT PREVENTION SERIES 

This four-part series follows a group of high school students who face the kinds of problems that often 
lead to dropping out of school.  The four programs can be presented as an ongoing drama, or each 
program can be used on its own. 

Program One:  
Making Good Decisions 

Program Two:  
Building Relationships for Success 

Program Three:  
Coping with Family Stress 

Program Four:  
How to Set Goals 

 
The Drop-Out Prevention Series is produced by The Bureau for At-Risk Youth  

Executive Producer: Susan Eikov Green  
Writers: Alexis Feldheim and E. Sheingold  
Video Production: Bossert & Company 

Educational Consultant: Franklin Schargel, Drop-Out Prevention expert and author of six books, 
including 
From At-Risk to Academic Excellence: What Successful Leaders Do. 
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